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Our research work relates to the main principles, means and current limitations of the end-user driven automatic and semi-automatic web service composition. It analyses automatic and semi-automatic composition approaches found in literature and classifies them as workflow-based, template-based and automatic methods. The aim of this research is to provide a proposal how to construct semi-automatic or automatic end-user driven web service composition. An approach is illustrated by the multi-complexity of service composition in travel domain. We analyze a conceptual solution that covers the whole composition process: from an end-user submitting composition requirements until the presentation of the composition execution results. Some methods of an artificial intelligence (AI) planning research field were used in proposed web service composition approach.

Introduction

Nowadays methods and tools for web service composition are becoming the mainstream information technology. Web services can provide a more helpful way for accessing functionality over the network. When implementing new software solution there is often a good chance that some functions are already implemented and can be used by accessing them via web services. But rarely a single service can provide all needed functionality. Therefore the composition of several web services is needed for realization of multi-complex end-user needs.

We would like to use the definition of web services composition and execution as the process of realization of the requirements of new services using the capability specification of the existing component services. This definition is proposed by (Agarwal et al., 2008) and helps us to explain which web service composition method is more useful in implementation.

The web service composition is not a trivial task. Some issues should be taken into account when dealing with service composition:

- Number of web services increases and service repositories expected to grow large (Rao and Su, 2005). Therefore, a discovery of suitable services for a particular task can be difficult.
- Web services can be updated and existing compositions may become obsolete. For composition that uses many web services it may require a lot of effort to keep it up to date.
• Services are developed by different organizations, based on different conceptual models. Even for a software developer it can be a difficult task that often leads to many errors or takes a long time to understand the concrete meaning of data in different services.

• Current web services description languages like Web Services Description Language (WSDL) describe only syntax (not semantics) (Akkiraju et al., 2005). Therefore, a manual work is required for a discovery, invocation, and composition of these services.

All the mentioned issues show that web service composition is based on current technologies, architectures, languages, protocols targeted to software developer and is time-consuming, expensive, error prone and leads to very constrained solutions.

One of potential solutions tackling these problems is an automatic or semi-automatic service composition. A level of automation here may vary depending on level of involvement of the software engineers or end users in this process. Here by a semi-automatic service composition we mean that an end-user has to select abstract process and most relevant and suitable services are used from the proposed list of compatible services. Those services are discovered automatically, and a user is not concerned about data mapping or integration. In full automation scenarios composite process is synthesized and services selected based on user goal and service descriptions, without any user intervention.

The aim of this research is analyze possibilities and provide brief description of current trends, activities, issues and problems in automatic, semi-automatic web service composition. The review is presented by comparing main characteristics of different web service composition approaches. We provide classification of these approaches, identifying and selecting some methods which are most suitable and promising for semi-automatic end-user driven web service composition. An approach is illustrated by an example useful in travel domain and shows the end-user driven automatic web service composition possibilities. As a result the conceptual solution of system architecture for semi-automatic web service composition is proposed.

**Possibilities of automatic and semi-automatic web service composition**

The idea of automatic or semi-automatic web service composition is very promising. It was envisioned that Semantic Web movement could solve this problem because its goal is “a web of data that can be processed directly and indirectly by machines” (Berners-Lee, 2001). However, this idea was not realized to its full potential yet. This is shown by the statement created by one of the co-authors of this idea: “This simple idea... remains largely unrealized.” (Shadbolt et al., 2006). Therefore a lot of research activities are carrying on and many research papers have been published for developing the automatic web service integration and composition possibilities.

The classification of automatic web service composition approaches is presented by (Kim et al., 2009; Rao and Su, 2005; Diagiamppetriti et al., 2007). Following some approaches, we can identify some commonalities and differences in the process of production of a service composite workflow:

- In workflow-based approaches the composite process is viewed as a workflow and presented as a directed acyclic graph. The process requires domain knowledge and developer involvement.
- In template-based approaches templates are predefined, created and an end-user can select one of them to create a workflow. User empowerment depends on template extensibility.
- In approaches based on AI planning it is a way to generate process automatically from problem specification. In most cases of AI planning implementations user domain knowledge and developer intervention are not required.
Based on the classification proposed by (Rao and Su, 2005) we would like to classify service composition approaches by using slightly different groups of definitions and provide arguments for that.

In (Kim et al., 2009; Rao and Su, 2005) an attempt was made to define the process of automatic service composition. We select one defined in (Kim et al., 2009). It consists of the following phases:

- Specification phase: provide an easy way for a user to specify task goals, requirements and constraints without extensive domain knowledge;
- Planning phase: provide an automatic way to compose an abstract workflow based on the specification;
- Validation phase: provide techniques to ensure that the composite process realized via an abstract workflow satisfies the user’s stated task goals;
- Discovery phase: provide a way to discover services that satisfy task specifications in the workflow;
- Execution with monitoring phase: provide a framework for monitoring executing service and provide automatic fault-handling mechanisms.

Automatic or semi-automatic composition can be classified according different dimensions. Here we analyze 3 groups of approaches based on methods how an end-user (without any programming background) is involved in the creation of a service composition workflow:

- Workflow-based: an end-user is responsible for creating a composition workflow.
- Template-based: an end-user doesn’t create a workflow himself / herself, the most relevant template can be chosen to simplify composition.
- Automatic: a user provides high-level goals and based on that composition is synthesized.

In workflow-based approaches composition is seen as workflow (Casati et al., 2001). Therefore web services are composed by creating control and data flow among them. Workflow-based approaches split into two groups (Rao and Su, 2005): static or dynamic workflow generation.

The difference between them lies on level of user involvement. In static approach the user creates an abstract process model and only web service selection and binding are done automatically. On the other hand, in the dynamic approach a process model and service selection are made automatically. Combined approaches are also mentioned.

One of the approaches discussed is template-based service composition. Using this method, a workflow template is selected and it is bound to specific web services. Most papers promote this approach as the most practical one (Kim et al., 2009; Mehandjiev et al., 2010). One of the advantages of this approach is a compromise between flexibility, user empowerment and encapsulation of complexity that is crucial for a user without any programming background. Template-based approaches differ in level of abstraction of templates and languages used for template specification. Most common languages are OWL-S (Kim et al., 2009; Sirin et al., 2005), BPEL with WSDL (Geebelen et al., 2008; Jie et al., 2008). In most cases languages are extended with special constructs to be suitable for template specification.

SOA4All project (2008-2011) aimed at integrating SOA with the Web 2.0 and Semantic Web (Domingue et al., 2009) and one of the addressed challenges was automated web service composition. The project research results are related to the topic of the template based composition (Mehandjiev et al., 2010; Lécué et al., 2010). Mehandjiev et al. (2010) proposes an approach of assisted service composition for end users. Successful compositions are saved into reusable templates where technical details are hidden from the user. Semantic technologies are used to hide service composition complexity such as control or data dependencies. The user is qualified to select a template from a list and choose a preferred service. Still we couldn’t find information what language was used to specify a composition template. Another paper (Lécué et al., 2010) describes an approach where composition templates are generated from log files.
A composition is synthesized from generated and already existing templates using a parametric design procedure with a blackboard based multi agent system and later is optimized by changing services to the most relevant ones. Again, no information regarding template format is provided.

Other approaches (Geebelen et al., 2008; Jie et al., 2008) modify BPEL with a special annotation to define templates. Geebelen et al. (2008) proposes a method where BPEL is rendered using a similar approach as dynamic web page content is generated and send to a browser. A model–view-controller (MVC) pattern with a ruby-on-rails framework is used. The template in this approach represents a view in this pattern and is BPEL with special dynamic annotations, and is created at a runtime the same way as HTML web page is created for a user. In another research (Jie et al., 2008) BPEL is extended with special tags for a template definition. In the template abstract services are marked with partner tags which during template instantiation are replaced with real web services definitions. In all BPEL based approaches template instantiation produces an executable BPEL workflow.

Another workflow template based approach is presented in a paper (Sirin et al., 2005). It adheres to an earlier work of (Sirin et al., 2004) where a method of translation OWL-S process model to SHOP2 domain was presented. But in addition to the previous work, the following one (Sirin et al., 2005) explored possibilities of creating workflow templates and using them to create flexible compositions. OWL-S is seen as a specification language for these templates. It provides enough control flow elements like Perform, Sequence, Choice, etc. for defining Composite_Process from lower grain components - atomic processes. But this is not enough for creating abstract workflows. Therefore OWL-S was extended with the new type of process – the so called Abstract_Process. This Abstract_Process is not bound to concrete web services and is used for an abstract template specification. This template is mapped to the Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) domain, where a non-primitive task represents an abstract activity. In the HTN planning (Ghallab et al., 2004) the tasks are decomposed by methods to subtasks (and these further) until all tasks are broken down to primitive tasks. HTN-DL is an extended HTN formalism and is used to compose a process from template definition.

A web service composition using Situation calculus was presented by McIlraith and Son (2002). The situation calculus extends first order logic with actions and situations. Golog is a language built on top of situation calculus. It provides constructs (like sequences, nondeterministic choices, conditionals, loops) which enable defining a complex action and describing how they are comprised of primitive actions. Since originally Golog was created without information gathering – sensing actions, these types of actions are also added to this approach. User requirements are specified as preferences, defining which action is desired in a particular situation. A plan is synthesized using A* planner originated from the Simple Breadth First Planner (Reiter, 2001).

**Automatic web service composition**

Under the automatic web service category fall approaches in which no pre-specified control flow exists, and a workflow is synthesized from user’s goals, inputs outputs, pre-conditions and effects (IOPE) of individual services. Many papers (Kim et al., 2009, Rao and Su 2005) call these methods “AI planning” because in the majority of works AI planning methods are used to create compositions. But we see this definition ambiguous because some of template based composition approaches also use AI planning methods, for example, HTN (Sirin et al., 2005).

Here we accept AI planning definition provided by (Ghallab et al., 2004) where AI planning is defined as computational study of a deliberation process (planning process) that, aiming to achieve some pre-stated objectives, chooses and organizes actions by anticipating their outcomes. There is no statement that templates or any other predefined organization of actions cannot be used in AI planning. Therefore we do not refer to AI planning in our classification.
Based on a paper (Digiampietri et al., 2007) we define automatic web service composition as a process where based on user provided goals the system automatically creates a composition that satisfies these goals.

Sirin et al. (2004) suggests using HTN planning for an automatic web service composition. The paper shows how OWL-S service descriptions can be transformed to SHOP2 domain. But for this approach OWL-S composite service definition must exists. Also, this method cannot handle OWL-S composite processes where Split, Split – Join constructs are used. This is due to the fact that SHOP2 planner cannot handle concurrency. Another constraint is that atomic processes in OWL-S must be either world altering or information providing service, but not both. The reason is that the method uses interleaved planning, where, during planning process, information-providing services are executed and world-altering services are simulated (based on input, output, preconditions and effects).

Another approach was presented by Pistore et al. (2005). Here composite service is synthesized from abstract BPEL4WS processes. These abstract BPEL4WS processes define an interaction protocol with component web services. Each of them is translated to a state transition system (STS). Then based on composition requirements new STS (for composite process) is generated which is automatically translated to a composite executable BPEL4WS program. Synthesis approach is based on symbol model checking and uses system MBP that is built on top of symbol model checker named NuSMV. Composition requirements are expressed in the EAGLE language. This method shows that it is possible to create composition having only composition requirements and a definition of abstract processes.

The automatic composition (when no additional information is used, apart from composition requirements, goals and IOPE is required from end-user) has the following benefits and advantages:

- Extreme flexibility is mentioned by (Svatek and Vacura, 2005).
- The only approach when predefined templates do not exist and end-user lacks domain knowledge (Kim et al., 2009).

Despite that, the following disadvantages of automatic web service composition have been reported:

- Unpredictable results if all conditions are not perfectly specified (Svatek and Vacura, 2005).
- Composition effort is estimated bigger than in template based approach due to higher search space (Agarwal et al., 2008). Therefore it is difficult to synthesize a correct composition and this approach is not trusted in real-world scenarios yet (Kim et al., 2009).
- Lack of user empowerment and interaction (Kim et al., 2009).

Here we argue that if knowledge about relations between tasks, goal and services exists then composition can be efficient as in a template-based scenario. Such functions can be provided by domain ontology. Ontology is specified by domain experts and by using it we can avoid software developer involvement and give more empowerment to an end-user.

**An example of end-user driven composition in travel domain**

In order to illustrate the main features of user driven web service composition possibilities we provide an example. We choose a travel domain in which we would like to demonstrate multi complexity of web service composition requirements and then provide composition walkthrough. For instance, John, an end user, lives in Lithuania, and decides to have a leisure weekend in Paris. In order to arrange this travel himself he needs to:

- Select appropriate means of transport. That may include various types of transport, like:
  - finding plane tickets;
  - renting a car;
  - finding a bus to get from the airport.
- Choose potential points of interest (libraries, monuments, restaurants etc.).
• Find accommodation (a hotel, a hostel, a camping site, etc.). Accommodation type depends on the traveller’s preferences and type of travel (group of students travelling across Europe will have different requirements than a business person going to arranged meeting).

All required activities can be accomplished by the user via internet, most likely all transport, accommodation service providers have web sites with all important information and all needed services can be booked and purchased online.

However, arranging this requires a lot of manual work: searching numbers of web sites for relevant information, purchasing the appropriate tickets at different web stores.

Some travel, accommodation, transport service providers created web services and the tasks currently performed by end user could potentially be accomplished by a software agent. However, these compositions are currently created by a software developer and are restricted to very simple scenarios (e.g., business travel).

Ability for the end user based on preferences, context to create a web service composition, execute it without any assistance of a software developer, is still a promising and yet unresolved issue. We provide our vision of the solution in the scenario walkthrough.

Based on arguments above, we select an automatic composition as the most relevant in provided scenario. We make an assumption that travel and accommodation service providers have created semantically annotated services. There are tools for this purpose like web service modeling ontology (WSMO) or ontology in web ontology language (OWL) for semantic web service specification (OWL-S). These specifications are included into domain ontology by domain experts.

Domain ontology is one of the main prerequisites for this approach. The planning and travel domain should be specified by domain experts.

Based on the arguments by Sirin et al. (2004) we select an HTN planning method and planner SHOP2 for web service composition.

Capturing the end-user travel requirements

In order to create a composition an end-user must be able to submit composition requirements in a convenient way. Many papers support an idea providing requirements as goals, but few of them emphasize distinction between planning goals and composition high-level goals (Portchelvi et al., 2012). We agree that it would be impossible for an end-user without any software engineering knowledge and define a planning problem in an AI planner (e.g., SHOP2) understandable format.

In order to translate high end-user requirements to the planning problem we adhere to a Goal-Based Service Framework (GSF) proposed approach (da Silva Santos et al., 2009). There should exist a travel domain specification (created by domain experts) based on Goal-Based Service Ontology (GSO). Domain specification supports an end-user goal, task decomposition and mapping tasks with services. Apart from domain concepts, the ontology may formally specify their relationships, dependencies, and example cases (Dzemydiené et al., 2011).

In our travel domain example we envision that an end-user does not provide all travel parameters, options, but rather provides a goal – this is based on a predefined travel template. Thus in our travel scenario John decides to have a leisure type weekend trip. He provides a goal – to have a leisure weekend trip, the type of trip that is achieved by fulfilling Leisure_weekend_trip_task – the structure of which is defined by Leisure_weekend_trip_pattern. That means the trip will have same structure (stop points, transport types, accommodation etc.) as defined in the leisure weekend trip pattern.

Houda et al. (2010) provides public transportation ontology for the travel domain and defines journey patterns, like Leisure_journey_pattern. Using a similar approach we argue that there should exist similar patterns for a trip, like Leisure_trip_pattern, Leisure_weekend_trip_pattern (the one that is chosen by John in our example) or Business_trip_pattern.
Here we do not use goal decomposition to sub-goals but use a high-level complex task that is further decomposed into lower level subtasks.

**Travel pattern translation to planning domain**

In order to use traveling patterns in terms of goals in GSO, we must map the GSF approach (da Silva Santos et al., 2009) with travel domain definitions (Houda et al., 2010). We provide an example for this in a diagram below (Fig. 1).

We envision that there exist different types of travel patterns. For a public transportation Houda et al. (2010) provide travel patterns like Service journey pattern, Interesting journey pattern, Shopping journey pattern taxonomy. We distinguish journey and trip concepts. Trip is an act of going to another place and returning back. Journey is one piece of travel, going from one place to another. So, the leisure_weekend_trip pattern is a composition of several journeys.

These patterns need to be defined and mapped with GSO before planning. The structure of the selected pattern can drive task decomposition to lower grained tasks which at the end will be mapped to web services.

The entity Journey_pattern is from public transportation ontology (Houda et al., 2010). Entities Goal, Task, ComplexTask, AtomicTask are from GSO. Others are our proposed entities (see Fig. 1).

Here we specify different types of goals (specializations of the goal in GSO) for each kind of pattern. Also, we suggest creating specializations for GSO Complex Task in order to achieve different types of goals. Using this approach a high-level goal (like “Have leisure weekend trip”) can be translated to an AI planning problem definition.

Since we propose the usage of SHOP2 planner, the selected pattern description in OWL must be translated to a SHOP2 domain. SHOP2, like all HTN planners, uses a notion of an HTN method to capture how tasks are decomposed to subtasks. So an OWL pattern should be translated to the HTN method. Xiao et al. (2011) shows how ad-hoc processes could be created from ontology descriptions. An ad-hoc process is defined as a set of tasks that have to be per-
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the planning process information gathering actions could be executed.

In the example, during the planning travel information services must be requested online. The received information regarding flight schedules, available accommodation, points of interest must be used in travel planning. Based on that, a travel plan can be synthesized.

The plan contains world altering primitive actions – this represents calls to web services which state changes, for example, booking flight tickets.

We must transform the plan to executable workflow. The generated abstract plan must be converted to an executable description. Business process execution language (BPEL) is a good candidate for the composite, executable workflow as today there are many BPEL engines in the industry. Sirin et al. (2004) provides an example how an abstract plan (generated by SHOP2) can be transformed to the OWL-S process definition. Due to the similarities between OWL-S and BPEL we envision that a similar approach could be used for creating a BPEL composite workflow. GSO and a domain definition will be a primary source of knowledge for this process. We plan to test this approach in practice in the future.

We propose architecture as a structure of components where each component is either an already existing software component (SHOP2, BPEL Engine) or an integration component (Goal translator, BPEL Converter). One of the main reasons for this is decomposition of automatic web service composition problem to smaller problems that potentially already have solutions. Each sub-problem is solved by a specific component and the interchange between components is made using messages (documents). Data-flow between components and main actions is provided in Fig. 3.

![An ad-hoc process model](image)

**Fig. 2. An ad-hoc process model**
Goal translator is a component that by using domain ontology creates planning domain and problem definitions in a SHOP2 format from high-level end-user goals.

SHOP2 is an existing AI planner that can be extended with functions for an information sensing action execution (Nau et al., 2003). Information queries to external web services are made during planning. SHOP2 produces an abstract plan.

BPEL converter is a component that transforms an abstract AI plan to a web service composition in BPEL.

BPEL engine is a component that executes the process defined in BPEL. Currently there are plenty of BPEL engines in industry. Composition execution results are presented to an end-user.

Domain expert is an important role because the person is responsible for creating a domain definition in GSO that will be the core of the whole service composition process.

Conclusions

The main possibilities of the approaches for automatic and semi-automatic web service composition are analyzed paying more attention to end-user divining composition. The analysis shows that there is still a lack of methods and tools that focus on multi-complex possibilities of specifying end-user’s requirements in a conve-
nient way. Most of approaches are related to the plan synthesis and the major part seeks to adopt an AI planning for the web service composition. However, there are approaches that try to solve a web service composition problem without AI planning methods.

Despite many papers published there still isn’t a strict and clear classification of end-user driven composition approaches. We showed that defining categories of the template-based and AI planning-based is ambiguous.

Most of web service composition approaches propose template-based methods as the most feasible way of problem realization. We argue that an automatic composition when there is a domain knowledge specified by the ontology can be as practical as a template-based one.

The AI planning methods are suitable for end-user driven web service composition realization. Despite that a web context places additional constraints, requirements that classical AI planning cannot cope with these problems. Therefore, AI planning methods that allow relaxing of some of restrictive assumptions of a classical AI planning (example like partial state observability) are useful.

We provided an example that shows how this problem of the automatic service composition can be broken down to smaller ones, and how which can be handled separately. We provided a conceptual architecture of the system that is oriented to reuse existing assets in this research fields.
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